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FOREWORD
Once in a while there comes a book that changes our pre-conceived notions of a
particular subject matter. The book UFO Highway by Anthony Sanchez could just be
such a book. Anthony Sanchez has spent over 20 years accumulating a wealth of
pertinent information on the subject of the rumors behind UFOs in conjunction with
some of the most significant military installations in the U.S., especially in the American
Southwest.
His new book is a fresh new look at the military's "connection" to the rumors about
UFOs. This is not a book about whether UFOs exist or not. It is neither a book about
"reptoids" eating humans in a secret underground facility, nor is it about the claims
made by the supposed Thomas Castello who may not even have existed at all. It simply
surpasses those unsubstantiated claims.
This book is filled with information previously not published in any other books of this
nature. His fascinating, recent interview with a retired USAF colonel is probably one of
the highlights of this book. This interesting interview took place January 6th 2010 just
months before the completion of this book.
Just like the author Anthony Sanchez, I myself also have done an extensive research on
similar topics for over twenty years, spending many years investigating locations such as
Area 51 in Nevada and its connections with other important sites such as southern
California's Edwards AFB and remote aerospace facilities in the Antelope Valley, most of
which had the outward facade of radar cross section testing sites.
I visited the surroundings near China Lake Naval Weapons Testing Center in the
California desert. And yes, there is no doubt in my mind, just as Anthony Sanchez
suggests that there are "connections" among these facilities, including the Dugway
Proving Grounds in Utah. Also, I developed a tremendous interest in Colorado's
Cheyenne Mountain and its NORAD underground complex.
Not only because my wife had a unique opportunity to go through a special, militaryguided "tour" inside the complex in late 1978 through her brother's military
connections, but interestingly because just a year later is when some strange things
started happening in neighboring northern New Mexico.
I had taken a special interest in New Mexico's White Sands Missile Testing Ranges where
today, the leading-edge directed energy weapons systems are being tested. As well as
Los Alamos National Laboratories (site of the world's foremost human genome
research), and both Sandia Laboratories and Phillips Laboratories of which both are
located inside Kirtland Air Force Base in Albuquerque, NM. This is also, within the base,
where the Manzano Underground Nuclear Storage Complex is also located.
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Just as Anthony Sanchez seems to suggest in his book, there is no doubt in my mind that
the regions especially east of the Four Corners area of New Mexico contain some of the
most important U.S. government secrets, hidden from the public. And yes, above all,
my greatest curiosity has been the long-persisting rumors about the alleged Dulce
underground base in New Mexico.
I am convinced that although we have not come up yet with any solid, physical, tangible,
irrefutable evidence that there is such a facility in Dulce, there are plenty of
circumstantial evidences that point to the possibility that there is "something" there.
I have a trusted friend who was a former proprietor of one of the largest ranches in
Dulce who declared to me this year that indeed there is a facility there. Beyond that, he
could not make a comment. At the present time he has a sensitive position as the
department head of the Department of Agriculture in a well-known state university in
New Mexico. After retirement from his present position, he, too, will soon come out
and will help us expose the truth about Dulce.
As for Area 51 in Nevada, sure, it is public knowledge now that Area 51 is a vibrant
military research, development and testing complex conducted by many defense
contractors who provide a variety of highly compartmentalized projects. But there is no
proof that there could not be something (more) besides all the superficial facade of the
complex. And yes, practically the whole world has already heard of the claims of Bob
Lazar concerning Area 51. For now, there seems to be nothing that can back up his
claims. However, at the same time, there is no way to disprove his claims either.
Anthony Sanchez' new book derives its title from the actual Highway 375 in Nevada
which was officially declared by the State of Nevada as the Extraterrestrial Highway in
the late 1990's because of its proximity to Area 51. However, Anthony's book goes
beyond that. All these significant military bases are interconnected through a symbolic
"highway". And there is plenty of commonality among these interesting facilities. In
addition, they all relate to the rumors concerning UFOs and how "beliefs" play a major
role in the military's maintenance of secrecy.
Yes, we all know that there doesn't seem to be any hard, solid, tangible, physical
evidence to say that there are more than just the superficial structures behind all these
facilities. Yet there are circumstantial evidences that seem to point out that there is
something under the physical facade of the facilities.
Anthony Sanchez' UFO Highway may be a very important book that could make us think
again and take a fresh new look at things behind the facade of these fascinating
locations.
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The timing of this book couldn't be better, as there is talk among a segment of the
population concerning the upcoming December 21, 2012 scenario and its possible UFO
connections. However, it highly probable that nothing catastrophic will take place on
that date; rather, in my opinion, December 21, 2012 could simply be a beginning of a
gradual shift in human consciousness, a beginning of a gradual personal transformation
in each of us, a beginning of a new understanding of the relationship of this earth and its
inhabitants to other realities that affect us. It will be up to you, the reader, to decide
what “personal transformation” will occur in your life.
-Norio Hayakawa.
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DULCE INTERVIEW
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: This interview was held at a private residence in Placer
County, CA. on January 6th 2010 conducted by researcher Anthony F. Sanchez, with a
retired USAF Colonel to recall the events surrounding a classified 1979 incident which
took place at Dulce, NM. This includes details involving (Colonel X) who was assigned to
Dulce as part of a special Medical Detachment where he learned the history and
circumstances surrounding the 1940 Dulce Discovery event; a harrowing event, as
claimed by the Colonel, filled with many intriguing details, which have never been
revealed to the public before.
MESSAGE FROM ‘ANTHONY F. SANCHEZ’: Because of the enigmatic nature surrounding
the UFO phenomenon and how it typically negatively affects those who come forth with
disclosure, my source, (Colonel X), has requested anonymity.
Therefore, I have obtained the information from (Colonel X) with assurance that his
name would not be divulged under any set of circumstances, or until such time that I am
given permission to do so. His military record, academic credentials and current work as
a professor in Northern California have been vetted and deemed completely legitimate.
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On January 8th, 2010 (Colonel X) submitted to two tests by a certified forensic
polygraph examiner. I specifically chose an examiner who knew nothing of the case as to
prevent him from later remembering or identifying my source who requests total
anonymity.
I personally architected all the questions (outside the innocuous), ensuring that we
conceal the secretive nature of the ‘story’ away from the polygraph examiner. Also, the
name of the subject was never given to the examiner, nor was his name asked during
the exam. Again, this allowed us to retain anonymity of (Colonel X). But all questions
were accordant to the Colonel’s understanding in that they reflected his direct
involvement at Dulce. He passed two independent examinations.
The forensic Polygraph Examiner can 'possibly' reveal the identity of (Colonel X); as such,
he was never made aware of the significance of Dulce or the reason for the exam. His
selection (the examiner) was made after meeting specific criteria, ensuring prevention
of leaks from discovery of the story’s premise. Therefore I will not divulge the name of
the examiner used, except for revealing that he is a retired law enforcement officer and
now a private investigator, also from Northern California.
All the accounts mentioned in this interview are real. There are no fictional characters,
and each of these events happened exactly as I have written them based on the
personal testimony provided by (Colonel X), the only known speaking 'first-hand
witness' to events at Dulce.
As a devoted UFO researcher and investigator, I regard the obligation to protect the
name of my source as sacred as is my obligation, to tell the truth. And more than
anyone else, I am still surprised as I am grateful, for this interview held with the Colonel.
I firmly believe that his testimony will be the catalyst to the exposure of what really is
happening beneath the Mesa at Dulce NM, and how it affects all of us.
Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this interview are the interviewees own personal
views and do not reflect those of the author or publisher in any way whatsoever.

Questions from Anthony F. Sanchez are:
The Colonel’s responses are:

Bolded
Un-bolded

January 6th 2010, 9:00 A.M. (PST)
Colonel’s Private Residence
Sierra Nevada Region, Placer County, CA
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INTERVIEW
Colonel, what are you doing today; are you still involved with the Military?
No, after leaving the Air Force I went back to school and earned two post graduate
degrees in Psychology. Today I teach graduate students at a college right here in
Northern California. I’m still happily married and have three children. All three are
grown now and doing quite well on their own, and I am very thankful they live close by.
So you live a pretty normal life, was it always this way?
No it wasn’t, and I guess that’s why we are here to talk.
During the latter half of my military career while I was still a Major with the U.S. Air
Force I can remember how arduously hard I worked towards a promotion to Lieutenant
Colonel. That’s all I wanted ... Anyhow, at about that time everything about my career
was quite normal, proceeding quite well.
I was stationed out of [1] McClellan Air Force Base near Sacramento, CA. assigned to a
Medical Detachment specializing in an area of Psychiatric and Behavioral Studies for
both the USAF (and occasionally the [2] Central Intelligence Agency), typically my work
involved trips to locations on joint Air Force-CIA special projects. I know that might
sound surprising, but it’s accurate.
However, any normalcy in my life ended at about that time; everything I knew would
change for many years to come. It began after I received orders to report to Edwards
AFB, from there I would fly on a special assignment to conduct interviews at a secret
installation in [3] Dulce, NM. That was all I knew about the assignment.
I remember thinking to myself, “Where in the world was Dulce?” For one, I had never
heard of the place. Secondly, and to the best of my knowledge, I was certain that none
of the people I had served with knew of Dulce, either. It had never been mentioned
before and was never on any list of installations that I had reported to.
The orders informed me that I was to adhere to strict protocol under our classified
guidelines, as this was a top secret assignment. This was nothing new for me, my
specialty detachment typically operated at various levels of classification, so our regular
operating protocol was to always treat each new job with a standard
compartmentalized approach.
I had been assigned on many top secret projects before, and in fact, the year before the
Dulce assignment I had been on one particular job having to do with a recovery mission
from a crash site located near [4] Fort Irwin down south. A USAF C-130E Hercules with six
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men aboard had nearly collided several times with an object of unknown origin
travelling at a super high rate of speed estimated at 1500-2000 miles per hour.
The survivors said the unidentified object appeared to be tracking them, almost playing
with them, coming closer with each pass. One man reported that a deafening high-pitch
sound penetrated the plane's walls, drowning out the aircrafts own engine noise,
causing them painful headaches. By the final pass from the object, the C-130E
immediately began to stall, ultimately crashing. Two men died.
This is what I did; what my detachment was for ... Our team reported to these types of
incidents, and they happened more often than you would think.
My role was to assist with physical and psychiatric evaluations of any surviving
personnel. Mainly what we would do was conduct an initial, that's medical lingo for a
first interview with the patient, and then we'd investigate and document the
investigation, all aspects. In some cases we'd facilitate triage if necessary and then
conduct exit interviews before submitting our final report.
In any event, we never were sure as to what the entire nature of the Irwin incident was;
however, one man we evaluated had been subjected to something so severe during the
incident that eventually he had to be discharged, medically for mental instability.
And whatever it was they saw out there was definitely traumatic enough to make them
succumb to an arbitrary psychological condition causing both paranoia and terror. It was
pretty severe.
I know you want to talk about Dulce, but it’s important that I mention this event, in
addition to other areas of my work, because it's what prepared me for Dulce, and with a
great level of relevance. You can be certain of it.

[1]

McClellan AFB - Type: Air Force Base (North Highlands, CA); Built: 1935-1938; In use: Open 1938 - closed 13 July
2001; Controlled by: United States Air Force; Garrison: Air Force Materiel Command
[2]

The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) is a civilian intelligence agency of the United States government responsible
for providing national security intelligence to senior United States policymakers. It is the successor of the Office of
Strategic Services (OSS) formed during World War II to coordinate espionage activities behind enemy lines for the
branches of the United States military. The CIA was established under The National Security Act of 1947.

[3]

Dulce - Rio Arriba County, New Mexico, United States. It is the largest community and tribal headquarters of the
Jicarilla Apache Reservation.

[4]

Fort Irwin - National Training Center (San Bernardino County, California); Type: Training Center; Built: 1940; In use:
1940-Present; Current owner: United States Army; Controlled by: US Army Training and Doctrine Command
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Do you mean, relevant to your work?
Exactly, this assignment was something that caught me completely off guard. Something
I don’t think I was prepared for even if the Air Force felt that I was.
I don’t know who recommended me, but I noticed that the two most qualified people in
my area of expertise were pooled together for this assignment, me being one of them.
Usually when on assignment we operated in a team of four to six people per
detachment, but this time it was to be just three of us. Later a fourth would be added,
but not in our field of expertise.
What I immediately can recall was that upon first reaching the entrance to the Dulce
Installation was that it appeared to be eerily similar in design to that of Cheyenne
Mountain Air Force Station [4] (NORAD) where I had been stationed twice before, except
the entrance was half the size.
If you were flying above this place at any distance greater than a few hundred feet, you
would never know it was there. Only by landing directly near the front gate on an
obscure landing pad could you see the entrance. It was very clever how they used the
desert land-cover to conceal the entrance. Only by coordinates could you find it.

[4]

North American Aerospace Defense Command - (west of Colorado Springs, CO); Type: Aerospace warning and
aerospace control; Coordinates: 38.744331, -104.84668; Built: 1961; In use: 1958 - present; Current owner: Canada /
United States; Controlled by: Joint operations of Canadian Forces Air Command and United States Air Force and colocation with USNORTHCOM; Garrison: Headquarters / Peterson Air Force Base; (Directorate, Cheyenne Mountain Air
Force Station)

Colonel, I hate to do this … but before going into detail about Dulce can you briefly
describe your work at Cheyenne Mountain?
Well … before joining and starting [5] OTS at [6] Lackland, I had already earned my
Bachelor of Science in Psychology. Back then I had often pondered about one day
earning an M.D. in Psychiatry, but once I was fully entrenched, I was too busy; and the
travel involved quelled any ideas for additional higher education. Plus, Basic Officer
Training had been tough enough.
So, at that time an MD was simply out of the question until after my military career was
over, possibly. But wouldn’t you know it, I chose to forgo an M.D. in Psychiatry and
decided that teaching Psychology would be a much more relaxing and rewarding career
path for me after the military. And it is.
Anyhow, during my time with the Air Force I was selected for assignment with a
classified medical detachment, as you know already. How we operated was simple, we
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specialized in performing a battery of psychological and behavioral evaluations of
military personnel (from any branch) in two manners of protocol. One scenario would
be to conduct psychological assessments of personnel after ‘Type-X events’, and in the
other scenario, we would be called to evaluate potential candidates prior to
consideration for any ‘special assignment’ that involved a unique set of circumstances,
through both psychological and behavioral assessment.
A Type-X event or incident involves a death or accident caused by unknown
phenomena. These events are classified, usually falling under some umbrella of secrecy;
the very reason why my unit was created.

[5]

Officer Training School (OTS) is a United States Air Force commissioning program.

[6]

Lackland Air Force Base is a base of the United States Air Force operated by the Air Education and Training
Command (AETC). It is located on the west side of San Antonio, Texas, USA. It was named after Brigadier General
Frank Lackland. Lackland is part of Joint Base San Antonio and is operated by the 502d Air Base Wing.

Was it normal for your detachment to work at places like Cheyenne?
Oh yes, at Cheyenne there was regular evaluation required for any potential long-term
personnel slated for work at the installation. This was to help identify and combat the
affects of working in various levels of prolonged confinement, especially within a deeply
embedded or subterranean environment.
As you probably know, central operations at Cheyenne are housed at approximately 600
meters within the mountain and there are various levels of ranging depths to other key
operating areas below the mountain’s base.
It was quite common to encounter new people who had reservations over working
these assignments, but to the military … if these people were selected at the ‘top’ of
their grade and ‘qualified’ with a specific specialization meeting certain requirements …
well then, they had to be evaluated, and in rare cases (convinced) to perform their job.
This could be done either through psychiatric sessions, or by medicating, or both.
Very interesting, are you saying that many people at NORAD are medicated?
Oh no ... not at all. With about 1500 personnel operating the base at any one time, you
maybe had 3-5 people with simple diagnoses such as low-level claustrophobic anxiety,
the most common in these environments. But if we ever suspected that someone
possessed a high-level or an acute claustrophobic or taphephobic anxiety … there was
no way in ‘hell’ they would be permitted to operate there.
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Taphephobic?
‘Taphephobic’ is the fear of being buried alive. Anyhow, these situations would require
too much physician interaction and the potential for bad effects from medicating, which
would not be conducive to facilitating a successful work environment, for anyone.
No, anyone found to be suffering from any acute psychological condition as a result of
the environment, was simply re-assigned. The work was the same every where I went
on these assignments … except for at the Dulce installation.
How was Dulce different?
At first it was because of circumstance. My assignment was always the same: you
conduct an investigation, perform psychological analyses of all the personnel involved,
and then submit a final report to the commanding officer, but I had never had been
asked to conduct a full investigation, in charge. Such an important task was usually
reserved for assignment to a Lieutenant Colonel, someone generally at a director of
operations level. At the time I was just a Major.
~
Aside from the one incident I mentioned before, near Fort Irwin, I had never had the
chance to lead a medical detachment, but that event was by chance because our
commanding officer was sick.
Incidentally, I should note that after submitting my final report for the Dulce incident to
my commanding officer, I was promoted to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. Being and
O-5 meant a higher pay grade and a path to one day possibly being a General, but I later
learned that my path to happiness would be outside the Air Force, teaching. It would
have been a good decision either way.
But, Dulce was different than anything I had ever been exposed to. I simply cannot sum
it up in one sentence.
Can you tell me about the assignment and when it arrived on your lap, so to speak?
Yes. It was late November of 1979 when they came in. I was at McClellan awaiting my
next set of orders. You see, with over 100 bases in the U.S. and Guam, including the
Academy in Colorado … there was never a shortage of work for my detachment. There
was always something coming in.
Colonel, are the 100 bases you are referring to USAF bases?
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Yes, but I should also note that because of my unit’s joint operations with the Central
Intelligence Agency, detachments would also responded to incidents for other branches
of the military as well. Initially, when our unit was created, our mandate was to work
with the [7] FBI office out of Sacramento, but for reasons of which I was not privy to, the
CIA would eventually become the only organization that we jointly investigated Type-X
events with.
Any how, when these particular orders came in they arrived in the same usual manner;
however, these documents were marked with an official stamp for “Top Secret/SCI USAF, DoE Restricted Content”. There was also an embossed DoE insignia; a first time
for me, as I had never been involved with any operation outside the joint USAF-CIA
periphery for Type-X incidents.
This was my first assignment involving something that came in from the Department of
Energy and I wasn’t sure why. The [8] DoE (Department of Energy) was a Cabinet-level
department just formed a couple of years before in 1977. Back then, I wasn’t sure as to
why the DoE was even created. This is because the [9]AEC (Atomic Energy Commission)
had been replaced by the [10] NRC (Nuclear Regulatory Commission), so I figured they
managed everything nuclear. But much later I would learn the necessity for each group
and how they were indeed very different from one another. The NRC oversaw the
regulation of the nuclear power industry, and the DoE managed nuclear weapons, naval
reactors, and nuclear energy development programs. It made sense to separate those
areas.
Anyhow, back to the report. The report contained Sensitive Compartmented
Information. I remember thinking how I had never received this particular type of writeup on any of the orders I’d ever received. Everything about this packet was way more
official than usual, and I just felt that something was going to be quite different about it.
I was told to report immediately to [11] Edwards AFB and to meet with another officer
who was also a part of this new formed detachment. As I was reading the orders, a
phone call came in from Material Command saying that an HC-130 Hercules aircraft was
ready for departure as soon as I gave the word. Someone it seems was making things
happen, and ensuring no obstacles were in place. So I grabbed the orders, my gear and
proceeded to the tarmac. It took less than an hour of flying to reach Edwards.
When we arrived I saw several of my usual colleagues, but just one of them had
received the same orders as me. I was already somewhat familiar with him, and like me
he was also a Major, in the same unit. We had been on a couple Type-X detachments
before, but we never really met outside the field. Upon confirming our orders and
exchanging a handshake, we did not discuss anything (as instructed in the packet) and
we waited for our first briefing with a Brigadier General identified in the report. He
would be assigned as our direct supervisory commander. Strange as we usually had a
lieutenant colonel heading up our forays.
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At first, it would just be the three of us. Later, once at the facility, a Navy Lieutenant
Commander would also join us. But for now it was the Brigadier General who we were
curious about. Neither I nor the other Major had ever met the Brigadier General before,
but we suspected he was from right there at Edwards. In any event it was not our job to
ask. Incidentally, after this assignment I never saw either of them again; including the
Navy Lieutenant Commander.

[7]

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is an agency of the United States Department of Justice that serves as
both a federal criminal investigative body and an internal intelligence agency. The FBI has investigative jurisdiction
over violations of more than 200 categories of federal crime.

[8]

The United States Department of Energy (DOE) is a Cabinet-level department of the United States government
concerned with the United States' policies regarding energy and safety in handling nuclear material.
[9]

The United States Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) was an agency of the United States government established
after World War II by Congress to foster and control the peace time development of atomic science and technology.

[10]

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (or NRC) is a United States government agency that was established by the
Energy Reorganization Act in 1974 from the Atomic Energy Commission, and was first opened January 19, 1975.

[11]

Edwards Air Force Base - Part of Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC); Type: Military (Air Force Base); Operator:
United States Air Force; Location: Edwards, California; Built: 1933; In use: 1948 - present (as AFB); Occupants: Air
Force Flight Test Center.

Can you say who your colleagues were?
No. I simply cannot. The sensitivity of this information can potentially cause harm to
those who were involved. And I would hate to re-involve those men or put their
families in harms way. But what I can tell you are ranks, dates, locations, etc. and I can
give you great detail about everything you need to know, but I will not say anything that
would directly identify specific individuals.
As it is, I am concerned over sharing this information with you today. But I feel that the
information must to be told to someone, else it will never make it out publicly; not ever.
I know that now.
Interesting … Colonel if I may ask, without naming anyone are they still alive?
Yes. I’m sad to say that the Brigadier General has already passed on, and the Major is
now in a home. The Navy Lieutenant Commander is doing fine in retirement in Boca
Raton, Florida. So as you can see, there is nothing preventing me from talking with you
here today, and there is safety through anonymity. So long as I remain anonymous, I
feel okay with this. Incidentally, my role in the military after the Dulce event took on a
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much more interesting path than any of theirs. Paths that can afford me both the
protection and solitude I need to do what I am doing with you right now.
Got it, please continue.
Something had happened at this Dulce Installation. And I say it in that manner because I
had never heard of Dulce before. I knew of [12] Kirtland AFB by Albuquerque and [13]
Holloman near Alamogordo, but I had never of, and I repeat, never had heard of the
Dulce New Mexico Installation. I’d been to the desert high-terrain of northern New
Mexico many times before with family, but never on business. This was going to be a
first.
When I received the orders I assumed it was a base, an air field or some common type
of military installation, but that particular bit of info was never indicated. During our
briefing with the Brigadier General at Edwards we were told of a secret two-part
installation which existed near the town of Dulce NM.
It said we were reporting to a subterranean facility similar to Cheyenne but with a
completely different dynamic in its architectural design by incorporating natural
elements of the surrounding environment. We were also told that the military
command structure located at the installation was somewhat unorthodox however
highly functional. Later what I found most surprising was that this place was devoted to
both pure scientific and engineering R&D (research and development). I’ll never forget
when I first viewed the sign which read, “Welcome to the [14] Rio Arriba Scientific &
Technological Underground Auxiliary”.

[12]

Kirtland Air Force Base - Part of Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC); Location: Bernalillo County, near
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Type: Military/Public; Operator: United States Air Force; Associate Units: Sandia National
Laboratories, Phillips Laboratory (1997 merged with AFRL); Kirtland is the home of the Air Force Materiel Command's
Nuclear Weapons Center (NWC). On 1 July 1971, Kirtland merged with Manzano Base and Sandia Base, its neighbors
to the east. In 1992, the Kirtland Underground Munitions Storage Complex (KUMSC) was activated at Kirtland AFB.
[13]

Holloman Air Force Base - Part of Air Combat Command; Location: Otero County, near Alamogordo, New Mexico;
Type: Military Air Force Base; Owner: U.S. Air Force; Built: 1942; Holloman Air Force Base was established in 1942 as
Alamogordo Air Field six miles west of Alamogordo, New Mexico, it was renamed in 1948.
[14]

Rio Arriba Scientific & Technological Underground Auxiliary; alleged name of Deep Underground Complex located
beneath the Archuleta Mesa in Dulce, NM. Purported to be Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) associated
scientific auxiliary facility; LANL designation: TA-D1; Other designations: RIO-AUX / RIO ARRIBA CO, DSD-3 / Dulce
Facility.

Really, is that the official name of Dulce?
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That’s right. The public does not know this, but the Dulce facility’s official U.S.
Government designation is: “Rio Arriba Scientific & Technological Underground
Auxiliary”. I do not think it has ever been made public before now. In fact, I’ve never
seen it on the internet, ever. But that is the official government designation. However,
more often than not, those who work there simply call the facility either “Rio Arriba” or
“Dulce Facility”.
Here is another thing as well; there are places where the designation can be found by
anyone. If you perform a search of official military documentation, the location will
from time to time appear as ‘RIO ARRIBA CO’ or ‘RIO-AUX’. Another unknown fact is
that initially Dulce was made up of two facilities. A third facility came about much later,
but let me tell you about the first two. D-1 is the largest and main facility situated
directly beneath the Archuleta Mesa. [15] D-2 is a smaller two level underground facility
situated off the Archuleta plateau, located several miles eastward. D-2 is a security
auxiliary.
D-1 is the main R&D facility where all the civilian employee scientist and engineers
report to work. At D-2 it’s much quieter, and there are helicopter pads located above
ground, obscured but sometimes visible near the entrance of that particular location.
These helicopter landing pads are mechanical hydraulic lift systems which can quickly
drop down to level 1. And beneath the landing pads, on level 1, there is a small hanger
used for the Dulce Facility’s helicopters. And from time to time, when necessary they
can also park High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicles (HMMWV), Humvee’s.

[15]

D-2 or TA-D2; alleged two level underground security auxiliary located between Eastern Slope of Archuleta Mesa
and Co Rd 357 near Southern Colorado Border.

Colonel, I’m sorry but how does a Humvee get around up there; wouldn’t the terrain
prevent it from getting around?
First of all it doesn’t. The Humvee’s used by the facility’s personnel occurs beneath the
surface, underground on a platform which adjoins the [16] Maglev shuttle tracks from D-1
to D-2. The terrain above D-2 is not for vehicles. The Humvees could manage but they
don’t venture up above. These are only for operation within the facilities.
What I saw on multiple occasions was delivery of supplies and equipment by helicopter
to D-2, on an adjoining pad a Humvee would be waiting for these items. The Humvee
would then be lowered down to level 1 where they would travel to D-1 for delivery of
said items. This is one of the more common delivery methods I personally witnessed.
But lots of inbound items arrived via shuttle to D-1 from Los Alamos and other
connectors as well.
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I was in 1982 there when they swapped out two older are M998 Cargo/Troop Carriers
for new models, and those did arrive from Lumberton up County Road 357, towards the
Colorado border, where they were then driven to the D-2 auxiliary. Once they arrived
they were then lowered down to level one. But that’s about all those vehicles will ever
see of the surface unless in extreme cases of emergency. You have to understand that
the Maglev shuttle between D-1 and D-2 also includes an extended flatbed carrier in
addition to its two passenger cars. If the platform is ever obstructed the Humvees can
ride the flatbed over to D-1.
D-1 on the other hand can heavy see inbound and outbound traffic from its entrance
from ground vehicles if it were required. But that rarely, if ever occurs. Most all
inbound visitation comes from the Shuttles.

[16]

Maglev, or magnetic levitation, is a system of transportation that suspends, guides and propels vehicles,
predominantly trains, using magnetic levitation from a very large number of magnets for lift and propulsion. This
method has the potential to be faster, quieter and smoother than wheeled mass transit systems. The power needed
for levitation is usually not a particularly large percentage of the overall consumption; most of the power used is
needed to overcome air drag, as with any other high speed train.

Colonel, you’ve been dropping hints to me that you were there at Dulce for some
time, am I accurate?
Yes. We’ll get into that.
Also, I hate to sound skeptical about this. But how are these “hidden” helicopter pads
able to remain unseen, because my suspicion is that this would be extremely difficult
to pull off?
Have you been to the area off the Eastern Slope of the Mesa? There really isn’t much
going on between the slope and County Road 357. All that you are going to find out
there are very few scattered cabins and remote homes, some of which are not even
inhabited year round. So yes, the landing pad area remains relatively unvisited due to
its remoteness. And you have to remember that they are expertly disguised by large
industrial canvass pull-away tarps that cleverly mimic the area’s ground cover when fully
stretched. Not a scientific approach, but very successful at concealing the pads.
Despite there being a massive warehouse/hanger facility situated within D-1, mostly
what goes on at D-2 is housing for the helicopters. The D-2 security auxiliary represents
a better access point and it’s where the physical maintenance happens so it makes
perfect logistical sense. Another important reason for this is because from time to time
there are two very large special craft, discs, housed at the D-1 hanger bays which are
not ours.
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Discs?
Yes, and not ours … technically. But I’ll elaborate more on the craft later. Besides, I
think you’ll find this next bit of information just as interesting.
Which is what?
That despite the remoteness and hidden nature of D-2, finding the D-2 facility entrance
occurs quite often by regular people. There is a visible unimproved dirt road; well, it’s
more of a trail and it is very bumpy, leading up to the spot. This location is found more
often than not by regular people who visit the area. Many Jicarilla People have found it,
and know damn well what it’s there for. But through mutual understanding with [17]
DSD-3, they never talk about it openly.
To keep people from guessing about what it is exactly, there is a small above ground
shack, operational with numerous types of ground sensors, cameras and sometimes one
or two soldiers in plain clothes. The shack bares hardly any signage to avoid indicating
ownership or purpose, etc. It is a very quite place, and is almost always locked up. It is
just boring enough in appearance to keep people unaware to what it really is, and more
importantly, it’s to keep people away from it. So when you hear people telling stories of
finding the entrance to Dulce, this is usually what they are referring to. And they are
correct; it is (one) of the entrances to Dulce.
Alternatively, finding D-1 is not easy. The D-1 main entrance is up against a wall or slope
of columnar basalt. It is a sophisticated entrance similar to Cheyenne in appearance,
but it is behind two very large pull-away doors covered with a realistic and undetectable
rock face façade to conceal its location. This is where I was taken, and I’ll tell you right
now that if you were not aware of these doors existence, you would never find them.
There is an obscured unimproved dirt road which hugs a hidden path that leads to the
entrance; people hike and even drive past on regular occasion. This is what was built in
1947-49 when road construction had begun to facilitate traffic for a “Lumbar Company”.
This would be by creating a road that would facilitate transport of lumber away from the
area. This is all public record; however, not one tree was ever cut down or taken from
the area. The US Army Core of Engineers from Muroc used the roads to foster the
construction of the facility. And when they completed the job, the roads were
destroyed. Now only one unimproved road to the entrance exists, and it too is cleverly
hidden if not impassible.
Another thing is this… The Dulce facilities all operate within the periphery of [18] LANL.
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[17]

DSD-3, Dulce Security Division 3. The “Rio Arriba Scientific & Technical Underground Auxiliary” intelligence and
security force; works in tandem with Installation Command, holds complete autonomy on all security matters related
to Dulce facility; operates at all three Dulce Technical Areas.

[18]

Los Alamos National Laboratory (or LANL) is a United States Department of Energy (DOE) national laboratory,
managed and operated by Los Alamos National Security (LANS), located in Los Alamos, New Mexico.

LANL?
Los Alamos National Laboratories; there are direct routes to Technical Areas throughout
Los Alamos from the Dulce Facilities. In fact the official designation for D-1 is TA-D1 and
the same goes for D-2 and [19] D-3. Insiders just shorten it, dropping the TA, for
whatever reason. The one thing I want to share with you that is critical for you to
understand is that [20] LANL is involved with everything. There are high level individuals
who have direct access to DSD-3 and [21] Installation Command at the executive level.
These people work with DSD-3 to determine who gets chosen to work at the main Dulce
Facility, and at D-3.

[19]

D-3 or TA-D3; Underground security auxiliary located Southwest of Dulce in Leandro Canyon directly beneath
Project Gas Buggy Ground Zero site & Leandro Tank; Leandro Tank (water abatement; mini-reservoir completed in
1980).
[20]

LANL; acronym for Los Alamos National Laboratories.

[21]

Installation Command – Military Administration and proxy organization operating oversight of all scientific and
technological research projects; also responsible for Black Budget oversight and Federal contract administration.

What about D-2?
No. There is no one at D-2 except for DSD-3 pilots and security personnel.
Is it possible to drive out to D-2?
It’s possible, but you really wouldn’t want to drive because the terrain is nearly
impossible to traverse without the right type of vehicle. You can make your way up
County Road 357 to the area parallel to D-2 but once you leave the road for the shack,
it’s better to go by foot.
Well that’s definitely new information. I’ve head the ‘Lumbar Company’ reference
before, but never in that context. And can you provide coordinates to D-2?
Anthony, technically I could, but I would be risking my life, even under the super level of
anonymity which I employ today; you have to understand that revealing as much as I am
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